Online Estimating with RSMeans Data
Construction Cost Estimates Made Easy
Get the information you need, when you need it. Use our online estimating solution to find and validate
local or national construction costs, build complete estimates, or get quick, conceptual estimates for a
variety of building types. RSMeans data is your go-to source for the latest costs, anywhere in the U.S.
and Canada, and helps you build competitive estimates or budgets quickly, with all of the information
you need, right at your fingertips.
Quick, intuitive and easy-to-use, this web-based solution gives you instant access to hundreds of
thousands of material, labor and equipment costs from our comprehensive RSMeans database, delivering
the accurate information you trust.

Features

30 Day Free Trial

• Verified construction costs

• Automatically updated
throughout the year

Register for a free trial at www.rsmeans.com/trial.
You’ll get:
• Access to unit prices, building assemblies and
facilities repair and remodeling items covering
every category of construction

Efficient

• Powerful tools to customize, save and share cost
lists, estimates and reports with ease

• Localized for U.S and Canada

• Tag favorites
• Search quickly
• Clone estimates
• Share estimates
• Crew sizing and labor rates

Customizable
• Editable assemblies and
square foot models
• Edit custom report templates
• User defined line items

Building knowledge

• Allows up to 10 users to evaluate the full range
of collaborative functionality

Why Us?
For more than 70 years, RSMeans data, North
America’s leading supplier of construction cost
estimating information, has provided quality cost
data that construction professionals everywhere
depend upon to estimate with confidence, save time,
improve decision-making and increase profits. We
invest over 22,000 hours annually in cost research.
Our staff averages more than 24 years’ experience in
construction cost data and research. Learn more at
www.rsmeans.com/online.
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